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ORAL PRACTICE 

Choose the correct plural form by clicking the down arrow: 

  

1.- There are 10  on the table. 
  

2.- My sister works six  everyday. 
  

3.- The shepherd has to look after fifteen . 
  

4.- I love to eat . 
  

5.- There are a lot of  in my class. 
  

6.- The  are playing videogames. 
  

7.- My family and I have a picnic on  
  

8.- Juliana has three  and a turtle. 
  

9.- In Spring, we can see lots of  
  

10.- The  are in the kitchen cabinet. 
 

NOTEBOOK WORK 

Q.1. Read the given paragraph. Circle the correct form of the noun (given in the 

brackets) that best completes the sentence. (The students must write the paragraph 

in the notebook.) 

Dear children, 

You have learnt the concept of Nouns (Number) in Part I, II and III of this lesson. 

Let’s now practise some exercises to strengthen the concept learnt. 
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The wind was cold on that winter (day/ days). Karan and Manya loved when the 

temperature dropped and (snow/ snows) covered the ground. 

They wore (jacket/ jackets), gloves, hats, (scarf/ scarves), and warm socks on their (foot/ 

feet). They felt that their (toe/ toes) could freeze! Many (tourist/ tourists) sat on 

(bench/ benches) to enjoy the lovely weather. 

Their mom allowed them to play outside for an (hour/ hours). On the kitchen table, she 

had hot chocolate (milk/milks) in (mug/ mugs) waiting for them. 

Then they ran to their room to open the two (box/ boxes) that had arrived for them 

through mail. Both the (child/ children) rested quietly in front of the fireplace and fell 

asleep while reading their favourite (story/ stories) book. 

 

 

Children, how’s the lockdown treating you all? We hope you are taking all the necessary 

precautions to keep yourselves safe. Complete the following paragraph with suitable 

words that you have practised during this week in this section. 

The world is facing severe _________ from the past few months. There are 

__________ people getting affected with COVID-19 virus. Everyone must keep 

themselves updated with the events going around the globe. The ___________ of 

keeping yourselves aware is not to scare you, but to make you realise the importance 

of good health and hygiene in your lives. This is the best time to listen to religious 

stories from your elders and read the _________ books for positivity. We must spend 

some time praying to God who has the strength to provide _________ to all of us in 

this time of great difficulty. 

(Please Remember:-  This work is to be done in the Creative Writing Notebook or on 

ruled A4 sheets.) 

 

 

 

WORDLY  WISE 

Vocabulary Enrichment 

Children, in this section we are familiarizing you with single words which convey something 

that is more than ordinary. For example, ‘very happy’ can be replaced with a single word 

‘delighted’. Use of such words makes the language more compact and richer. 

Let’s look at the word for today:- 

very costly – expensive 

My mother gifted me an expensive watch on my birthday. 

You must try and make use of these words while conversing with others! 

 


